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Foreword from the Chief
Executive
In November 2019 we made the change from
Enterprise Music Scotland (EMS) to Chamber Music
Scotland to better communicate who we are and to
reflect the growth of the organisation in recent years.
It offered us an important opportunity to look ahead,
to understand our purpose, and to explore how we
can cultivate a vibrant, relevant, and sustainable
future for chamber music in 21st century Scotland.
‘Celebrating chamber music’s tradition and
exploring it’s future’ is a theme which resonates
though our work. The network of volunteer-led
chamber music promoters we support is essential to
the chamber music sector, providing over 400
concerts opportunities each year for musicians and
audiences in villages, towns, and cities across
Scotland. Over the past two years we have grown
the network, increased our subsidised touring, and
offered new funding to support greater innovation
and community connection within the network.
The transition to Chamber Music Scotland (CMS) has
also created stronger connections with artists. We
have brought in more artist-led activity and provided
space for musician’s voices to be heard and given a
place in decision making. Over the past 24 months,
we have launched two new resident artist
programmes, significantly increased our
commissioning of new work, and in 2022 we will see
our Embedded Musicians programme deliver highimpact activity across Scotland.
When we made this change to CMS at the end of
2019, little did we know how all our lives would be
changing in a few months with the emergence of the
global COVID-19 pandemic. The impact of the
pandemic has been extremely challenging, however
we hope that what emerges from the last couple of
years is a positive future with a shared, deeper
understanding of the importance of the arts and our
connections through music.
In 2020 we also saw a global drive for greater
equality triggered by the Black Lives Matters
movement. Chamber music has many difficult
questions to ask itself as we work together towards

a more inclusive and diverse future. We want to be
at the forefront of this change, bringing more voices,
people and music into our sector.
Despite the difficulties of the past two years, we have
seen our organisation grow and thrive. I would like to
say a huge “thank you” to our staff, board, funders,
and the creatives, promoters, audiences, and
communities who have helped to make all the activity
within the report possible.
Paul Tracey, Chief Executive
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Celebrating chamber
music's tradition and
exploring its future
Introduction: who we are

Our ambitions

Chamber Music Scotland (CMS) is the national body for chamber
music in Scotland. We work with both individuals and
organisations across the sector to develop, connect, and
advocate for the chamber music community.

It is our ambition to shape a rich, distinctive, and resilient future
for chamber music in Scotland; one which celebrates the best of
our tradition, but is also committed to experimentation,
innovation, and excellence. We wish to be at the forefront of
creating new and innovative ways for people to listen to, perform,
and create chamber music in a range of environments. We will
play an influential role in nurturing these transformations across
the sector.

Creativity was at the heart of our decision to rebrand. Our aim for
our organisation is to develop chamber music to reflect the full
diversity that characterises Scotland as a multicultural,
globalised, twenty-first century society. The individuals and
organisations that we fund demonstrate both the musical diversity
of Scotland, as well as the diversity of its people and places.
We are an ambitious and collaborative organisation, who
recognise the value of partnering with other music and thirdsector organisations to best support the conditions under which
excellence and experimentation can thrive. By building strong
stakeholder, sector, and funder relationships, we seek to make the
chamber music industry in Scotland world-leading.

What we do
We operate as facilitator and producer of high-quality chamber
music programmes, projects, and performances. We seek to
encourage positive participation in the sector, as well as playing
our part in nurturing the pool of talented chamber musicians
based in Scotland. Supporting our promoter partners and the
traditional delivery of chamber music is still a large part of our
remit, but following our rebrand in 2019 we now do a significant
amount of work directly with creatives as well – on residences,
commissions, and artist-led projects. We actively work with
musicians to grow their careers, providing quality mentorship and
professional development across all career stages.
This focus on creative development across the sector is integral to
our vision of strengthening the viability of the field and ensuring
that audiences have access to the best, high-quality chamber
music. We seek to better support emerging and leading musician
in growing stable careers in the chamber music industry, as well
as working with our volunteer promoters to more ably support and
develop organisations across Scotland to platform and promote
musical talent. We will continue to develop the manner in which
we develop, produce, and support Scottish chamber music, to
best meet the changing needs and requirements of our
communities. We are constantly exploring what chamber music is,
what the future of chamber music can, and should, look like in
Scotland.

We put our music communities and audiences at the heart of our
work. We believe that everyone should have the ability to
participate in and have access to live music and performance,
and we aim towards inclusivity and access in all of our
development roles. We are committed to ensuring that these
inclusive values remain at the core of everything that we do.
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Valuing excellence and
experimentation
Nurturing a chamber music community
At CMS, we are committed to supporting musicians working within
the field of chamber music to produce high-quality work and
develop sustainable careers within the arts industry. We work with a
range of individuals and organisations based in Scotland to provide
learning, development, and career progression opportunities that
encourage and support the growth of Scotland-based chamber
musicians.
We support a range of programmes that are dedicated to inspiring,
mentoring, and platforming the best chamber musicians working in
Scotland today. We are committed to an inclusive and
intersectional approach to artist development, ensuring that
musicians have equal and fair access to opportunities and that they
experience fair and equal treatment from our organisation.

Residency programmes
We see our residency programmes as an integral part of our
commitment to enhancing creative careers and supporting
emerging talent in the chamber music sector. Our residencies are
dedicated to helping outstanding musicians to thrive with support
and mentorship. In post, musicians benefit from CMS's resources
and connections, which help artists to develop the creative and
leadership skills necessary for sustainable careers within the music
sector. We encourage our resident artists to collaborate with each
other, as well as other individuals and organisations, to grow and
share their creativity.
In 2019/20 we expanded our existing residency offering with two
new programmes that nurture talent at different career stages. We
now run three residency programmes:
Ensemble in Residence - a two-year programme that offers
professional development opportunities, mentorship, and
financial support, giving emerging artists the chance to produce
high-quality work and establish sustainable careers in the
chamber music sector. In 2019, we appointed GAIA as our
newest Ensemble in Residence. Comprised of Katrina Lee (violin)
and Alice Allen (cello), GAIA celebrate and champion works by
under-represented voices within classical music and are
committed to highlighting historical works by uncredited women
composers. The ensemble have performed at the Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland (RCS) PLUG Festival, the St Magnus
International Festival, and BBC Scotland's Classics Unwrapped.
GAIA were recently commissioned by the Courtauld Gallery in
London to compose a piece of music inspired by Claude Monet’s
'Antibes'.
Artist in Residence - a two-year programme that supports a
talented and innovative individual artist working in chamber
music. The residency programme provides a creative
practitioner with the financial support, time, and space needed

to develop their practice and to produce thoughtful and
inspiring, high-quality work. In 2019 we appointed our inaugural
Artist in Residence, Kim Moore. Kim Moore is a composer and
sound designer, working in live art, theatre, dance, and other
cross-form collaborations. During her residency, Kim has
worked with sound designer Hanna Tuulikki; toured ‘Songs of
Arthur Russell’ with Peter Broderick; collaborated on theatre
show ‘Mouthpiece’, at Soho Theatre, and contemporary circus
show ‘NoseDive’, at the Barbican Centre; collaborated on a
score for a new BBC Arts commission’s ‘Now & Next’, and
contributed additional music to composer Patrick Jonsson’s score
for the Netflix documentary ‘Convergence: Courage in a Crisis’
(2021). While she has been in post, we have commissioned Kim
to produce original compositions for Senary, and for our
Ensemble in Residence, GAIA; supported her work on our Coorie
Doon project and her mentorship with Linda Buckley; and
funded her to undertake two 'Creative Exchanges' residencies.
Young Artist in Residence - a six-month programme dedicated
to supporting outstanding early-career artists. The programme
celebrates excellence and experimentation in chamber music
and is part of our commitment to increasing the quantity and
quality of opportunities for all creative voices. In 2021 we
appointed our inaugural Young Artist in Residence, Simone
Seales. Simone is a Glasgow-based cellist, originally from
Florida. They completed their postgraduate studies at the RCS in
2021. Simone focuses on free improvisation (both tonal and
atonal) and devising music for theatre. They are currently a
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Musician programmes
and projects
Lead Ambassador for the Benedetti Foundation, and a Mentee
at Neurostages - a neurodivergent-led initiative for artists,
creatives, and arts industry professionals. They believe Western
Classical musicians are capable of meaningful social change
and centre intersectional feminism and anti-racism in their
creative practice.
Our residency programmes provide creative practitioners with the
financial support, time, and space needed to develop their practice
and to produce thoughtful and inspiring, high-quality work. We
support our resident artists with mentoring and creative learning
opportunities, offering them the freedom to create self-directed
projects whilst in residence. Such opportunities hold particular
importance for widening access and inclusion in Scottish chamber
music, as financial barriers may otherwise prevent talented
individuals from being able to have the time and space to learn and
grow.

applicants were each offered four one-to-one mentoring sessions
with Paul Tracey (CMS), as well as six group and individual
coaching sessions with Lee Holland (RSC). Together Lee and Paul
were able to offer the musicians personal and professional
development, covering project management as well as health and
wellbeing advice.
Each musician was supported through the production of an
individual project, linked to the place and people of Scotland. Our
network of promoters were also invaluable, helping to support the
five musicians in making contacts and collaborating with diverse
communities across Scotland. These projects afforded musicians an
opportunity to focus on mental health and wellness, during a
particularly trying time, and to put into practice the professional
skills learned in the mentoring programmes. Funding was also
provided, enabling participants to deliver a project and derive an
income during a time of severely limited opportunities for freelance
chamber musicians. The five musicians chosen by the assessment
panel were Laura Hundert, Justyna Jablonska, Siobhan Parker,
Simone Seales, and Andrew Sommerville.

Creative Exchange programme
As part of our commitment to growing excellence in chamber music,
CMS curates an annual Creative Exchange programme. The aim of
this programme is to encourage collaboration, skills development,
and creative learning among chamber musicians working across
folk, jazz, contemporary, electronic, and classical music genres.
Alumni of our creative exchanges include: Ailie Robertson, Danielle
Price, Siobhan Wilson, Elise Haller-Shannon, Sarah Hayes, Catriona
Price and Aileen Sweeney.
In 2019/21 we hosted two, week-long residencies at Hospitalfield,
Abroath. Two more planned residences for 2020 had to be
cancelled due to the global COVID-19 pandemic. Despite this, an
innovative new chamber music ensemble, Senary, formed from
recipients of the 2019 Creative Exchange at Hospitalfield House,
were able to continue to write and record music during lockdown.
From these residencies, we have helped cultivate the creation of a
new chamber music ensemble, Senary, whose members began
collaborating on our Creative Exchange programme. Though
funding from PRS Foundation, we have commissioned three new
works for the ensemble.

Musicians' Recovery, Resilience, and Growth:
a COVID-19 project
The Musicians' Recovery, Resilience, and Growth project was a
partnership between CMS and the RCS. Its aim was to support
freelance classical musicians who had been financially and
creatively impacted by COVID-19 to recover and respond to the
ongoing challenges brought about by the pandemic.
Five awards were offered, each of which comprised support and
mentorship, as well as project funding. The successful

The embodiment of an artist driving social change, Simone
[Seales] centres Blackness, sexuality, intersectional feminism
and anti-racism in their work.
Creative Scotland
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Musician support and
resources
Support for musicians
We have offered musicians, composers, sound artists, and crossarts practitioners a range of help and support throughout 2019/21.
In addition to promoting and platforming 160 musicians through our
website, we have commissioned works of new music, employed
musicians to work on our projects, provided free practice spaces at
our office, and organised a series of tours through our promoter
network. We have also offered a range of free mentoring and
training initiatives, investing in specialists and professional
development to up-skill musicians across key areas:

The Cadogan Sessions
As part of our commitment to supporting and developing talent
within the Scottish chamber music sector, we launched the Cadogan
Sessions in 2019. This monthly series of professional development
seminars for musicians has provided over 25 free talks, creative
workshops, and works-in-progress events since its inception. The
sessions have covered a range of topics that aim to develop the
creative, project management, and people management skills of
artists working within chamber music and related industries. Previous
sessions have addressed:
movement in practice and performance
music and early years experience
parenthood and freelance careers
identifying mental health crises
digital marketing and brand development for freelancers

Peer mentoring: Friday Forums
We also recognise the important role that peer-mentorship plays in
musicians' career and skills development. This is reflected in the
Friday Forum programme we launched in 2020. The Friday Forums
followed on from our successful, pilot programme, which brought
musicians together for two months of informal, weekly discussions.
These sessions served as a supportive and safe space to discuss a
range of issues affecting the Scottish chamber music industry, such
as:
career routes and opportunities for classical musicians
salaries and precarious work
embracing risk and experimentation
reflecting values in the works we produce
Building on these previous sessions, we launched the Friday Forums
as a series of free, online discussion groups run by musicians, for
musicians. The discussions, which continued throughout the national
lockdown, offered the large group of musicians involved the chance
to discuss their work, ideas, and general feelings about being a
musician during the COVID-19 pandemic. The Friday Forums
helped musicians to feel connected during a time when maintaining
links to the wider community was of vital importance, as well as
offering a space to share knowledge, build resilience and
developpeer networks that would benefit their careers as freelance
musicians.
The Friday Forums also offered us an opportunity to receive informal
feedback as an organisation, allowing us to rapidly tailor

aspects of our service delivery to meet the emerging needs of the
music community. For example, having learned from attendees that
they were keen to embrace recording but felt that they lacked the
necessary technical guidance, we commissioned sound engineer
Timothy Cooper to create an ‘Audio Recording Resources’ toolkit for
beginners, as well as three practical, online workshops. These
resources for musicians are freely available on our website, and give
guidance on audio equipment, adapting acoustics, and basic sound
mixing.

I’m really excited about my project, which combines events
explored in my recent doctoral research with a new
commission from Ailie Robertson, to create performances with
tangible connections to communities in East Lothian and the
Scottish Borders.
Andrew Somerville, saxophone
To be part of this project has provided me with a well-needed
reconnection to Scotland and home during a time where travel
is not possible.
Siobhan Parker, oboe
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New and experimental
chamber music
Commissioning artists
In 2019/21 we commissioned seven new works by leading
composers based in Scotland. More than tripling our rate of
commissioning in previous years, this activity shows our commitment
to driving the market for new and experimental chamber music, as
well as prioritising employment and performance opportunities for
leading creatives and music makers in Scotland. Over the years we
have supported leading Scottish and Scottish-based composers,
such as Anna Meredith, David Fennessy, and Helen Grime, during
the early stages of their careers. These previous commissions have
explored a broad range of topics, from environment to identity.

From the outset, ‘Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird’ has
been an experiment in designing a highly flexible work that
can be broken down into thirteen miniatures, and
reconstructed in any number of different ways to fit the
performers' creative thinking, the context of its performance,
and the time limitations one often is working with in chamber
music programmes.

'A Song We Destroy to Spin Again', Kim Moore
in 2020, we commissioned our Artist in Residence, Kim Moore, to
write a piece for our Ensemble in Residence GAIA, with support from
the Hope Scott Trust. The piece was written during a UK-wide
lockdown and was a first in remote collaboration and recording for
both artists. Focussing on personal and cultural history, the work
explores the nature of hope. The piece was premiered at Ignite Arts
in March 2021.

It was a real pleasure to work with Katrina and Alice on a new
duo. They brought so much to the table in terms of ideas and
enthusiasm, and their playing was a direct inspiration for the
work, leading me to explore new techniques and colours. I was
glad to have their input in creating the work, and their
performance was fresh, exciting, and fun - with beautiful
expressivity as well.

'Stone, Salt, and Sky', Sally Beamish
In 2020, we commissioned Sally Beamish to write a piece for our
Ensemble in Residence GAIA, with support from the RVW Trust.
'Stone, Salt, and Sky' reflects upon the distinct landscape, music,
and history of Orkney - including its ancient settlements and strong
connections to Norway and the North Sea. The piece was premiered
in June 2021 at The St Magnus International Festival, Orkney.

Duncan Strachan

Sally Beamish
I’m very excited to have this opportunity to write a new piece
for Senary, to build on the existing relationships we have as
artists, and to challenge myself to work in new forms as a
composer.
Kim Moore

'Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird', Dunchan Strachan
In 2020, we commissioned Duncan Strachan to write a piece for our
Ensemble in Residence, GAIA. 'Thirteen Ways of Looking at a
Blackbird' is inspired by Wallace Stevens' 1917 poem of the same
title, and is a rumination both on our connection with nature, and on
the beauty and wisdom of the everyday and commonplace. The
work is an experiment with form, which can be separated into
thirteen miniatures. The piece was premiered in November 2021 on
GAIA's Scottish Tour.
Senary
In 2020, we commissioned three new works for Senary, a new sixpiece chamber music ensemble. With the support of the PRS
Foundation, we were able to commission Ailie Robertson, Kim
Moore, and Sarah Hayes of Senary, to write a series of six microseries commissions, premiered in 2020, with a further three, fullscale works forthcoming.
'Sound Tracks', Euan Stevenson
In 2020, we teamed up with Classic Music Live! Falkirk to cocommission a new work from composer and pianist Euan Stevenson.
The resulting work, 'Sound Tracks', is a musical exploration of the
pathways across central Scotland. Linking iconic modern structures
with longstanding historical landmarks, the piece celebrates the
landscapes surrounding Falkirk where the composer was born.
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Case study

Ensemble in Residence
programme
In 2019, GAIA were selected as the recipient of CMS's competitive
two-year Ensemble in Residence programme. The prestigious
programme has supported several innovative, new chamber music
ensembles over the years, including the Maxwell Quartet and
Sequoia Duo. In residence, ensembles receive a programme of
professional development opportunities, mentorship, and financial
support needed to produce high-quality work and establish
sustainable careers in the chamber music sector.
GAIA are an award-winning violin and cello duo, comprised of
Katrina Lee and Alice Allen. GAIA celebrate and champion works
by under-represented voices within classical music and are
committed to highlighting historical works by uncredited women
composers.
As Ensemble in Residence (2019-2021), GAIA have benefitted from
undertaking a consolidated period of artistic and professional
development. As part of their residency, GAIA have had three new
works commissioned for their ensemble, performed at several highprofile and international festivals, and been supported to undertake
an original research project on gender and Scottish music history.
In the post, they have had the opportunity to collaborate with a
range of talented musicians - including working closely with
composers Sally Beamish, Kim Moore, and Duncan Strachan on
new commissions for their ensemble. They have also collaborated
with Dr Aaron McGregor and the National Library of Scotland on
the '10 Tunes Project' - undertaking paid, archival research to
recover the work of forgotten compositions by Scottish women from
the 18th and 19th centuries. GAIA have also been involved with our
ongoing creative learning projects, including Coorie Doon, as well
as our new chamber music ensemble Senary. These opportunities
have facilitated GAIA in developing the skills necessary for
sustainable careers as freelance musicians.
Whilst at CMS, GAIA have had produced thoughtful, inspiring, and
high-quality work. Among their principal achievements are a 5date tour of Scotland to mark National Chamber Music Day in

2019, an 11-date tour of Scotland in 2021, a commission from the
renowned Courtauld Gallery, and performances at the RCS's PLUG
Festival, the St Magnus International Festival, and BBC Scotland's
Classics Unwrapped.

The fact that the residency allows you an immediate platform
and a voice from the start, meant that GAIA could choose to
focus on a more marginalised topic like female representation
in classical music. This is hugely important.
Alice Allen and Katrina Lee, GAIA
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At the time I accepted this commission, I thought it
was “just” an opportunity to write a new piece for a
great ensemble: I didn't realise it would also be such
a wonderful and multi-faceted opportunity for me to
grow in new musical directions, to make new artistic
connections, and to become part of such a lovely
community of musicians.
Emily Doolittle, composer

This opportunity is MASSIVE. To be able to work with
some of the country’s leading composers is a gift I
cannot thank Chamber Music Scotland for enough. It
is an invaluable experience, and the chance to
create a legacy with your ensemble.
Alice Allen, GAIA
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Increasing chamber music
activity and quality
Supporting a nationwide promoter network
We work with 73 promoters across 25 local authorities in Scotland to
deliver chamber music events and projects to people from all
cultural and socio-economic backgrounds. Our network of
promoters stretches from Kirkcudbright to the Orkneys, and serves
many small towns, rural, and island areas. It ensures that audiences
all over the country can access high-quality chamber music,
particularly those in rural and remote areas, who might not
otherwise have easy access to the arts. Despite the devastating
impact that the COVID-19 pandemic had on live music events, our
promoter network held over 650 in-person and online events, which
reached audiences of over 62,000 people. In addition to paying
performance and project fees to over 1,300 musicians, the promoter
network supported 125 venues, and generated just under £400,000
for the Scottish economy during 2019/21.
Our promoter network of music clubs and societies connects us with
individuals, organisations, and audiences in both urban and rural
locations and communities across Scotland. As volunteer-led
organisations who are deeply embedded in their communities, our
promoters possess invaluable local knowledge, as well as links with
important community organisations: such as venues, education
providers, council authorities, and local businesses. In 2019/21, we
have launched initiatives, such as our 2021 Transition Fund, that seek
to celebrate the local diversity of our regional promoters, and to
explore how these distinct regional identities affect different
communities' experience of creativity. Projects such as these use
music to explore crucial questions about belonging, place, and
identity, in which the promoter network are crucial for delivery.
We recognise that the organisations and individuals we partner with
underpin our work at every level, and we strive to develop effective
and long-lasting relationships with our promoters. The Promoter
Network is a strong and collaborative network of volunteers who
share the common goal of creating opportunities for people across
Scotland to experience and participate in high-quality chamber
music. The promoters play a key role in strengthening the chamber
music scene in Scotland. They create work for and platform a range
of talented chamber musicians during their annual seasons, as well
as facilitating our annual, subsidised tours around the promoter
network. We recognise that the health of our promoter network is
linked to our efforts to support and promote excellence and
experimentation in the sector, and to widen access to chamber
music performances and events. We therefore work to strengthen
our promoter network by offering funding, support, and guidance.
During the financial restrictions brought about by the pandemic, we
have continued to build resilience in our promoter network, through
initiatives such as the Transition Fund, which sought to support
chamber music promoters in exploring and developing new ways of
reaching their audiences and delivering chamber music during the
pandemic. We are also constantly seeking to bring new
organisations into our network, in order to continue growing our
geographical diversity and reach, particularly within presently
underserved communities.

2019/2021 in numbers
In-person events: ~400*
Venues: ~125
Online events: ~250
Audience reached: ~62,000
Musicians involved: ~1,300
*This reduced figure reflects the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic, during which hundreds of in-person events for
2020/21 were cancelled.

Growing our promoter network
We are committed to growing our promoter network, in order to
provide more opportunities and routes for audiences in Scotland to
experience high-quality chamber music, as well as to increase the
available platforms for chamber musicians. We continue to seek
feedback and insight from our network as we expand, and after
consultations with promoters, we replaced our New Chamber Music
Promoter Fund with the New Chamber Music Promoter Programme.
This two-year programme provides more meaningful support to
foster the next generation of chamber music promoters, by providing
funding and mentorship in their development as emerging chamber
music societies. The 2020-2021 programme recipients were:
George Smith (Guardswell Farm, Perthshire), Katja Riek (Far North
Productions, Durness), and Justyna Jablonska and Emma Lloyd
(Sonic Warehouse, Edinburgh).
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Supporting innovation
Subsidised Tours programme
With our annual Promoter Fund, we support our promoters to hold a
range of music performances, projects, and programmes, across
the length and breadth of Scotland every year. Above and beyond
this, we fund a selected series of annual Subsidised Tours. In
addition to significantly reducing tour costs to promoters, these
subsidies also encourage innovation in concert programming.
In 2019/21 we have tripled our funding of subsidised tours within our
promoter network. As part of our commitment to supporting greater
diversity in chamber music programming and performance, we have
increased our funding for our Subsidised Tours programme. By
helping to lessen the perceived financial risk of experimental
programming, we hope to encourage greater innovation in the
chamber music sector. Our aim is to create space for debate and
critical thinking within the chamber music community, as well as
increasing opportunities for underserved musicians, composers, and
audiences. In 2021/23 we will be providing funding for seven
subsidised tours, all of which focus on increased diversity in
programming.
GAIA
GAIA celebrate and champion works by under-represented voices
in music, and, in particular, they are committed to highlighting
historical works by uncredited woman composers. We have
provided 50% of the cost of GAIA’s five concert promoter tour in
2021, which will include a new works by Sally Beamish, Kim Moore,
and Duncan Strachan commissioned by CMS for GAIA. Due to the
popularity of these subsidised dates, GAIA have been able to grow
the total tour to eleven concerts, through direct bookings with
promoters that our team helped to facilitate.
Saanjh
In 2020, CMS launched a new tour opportunity, intended to platform
ensembles whose repertoire featured under-represented music and
composers. This 'Under-represented Composers Tour' was
advertised as an open call, for which 28 ensembles from across
Scotland applied. All the applications were of an incredibly high
standard, with the assessment panel choosing to award the tour
ultimately to Saanjh. Formed in 2019 by Ankna Arockiam, Edward
Cohen, and Hardeep Deerhe, Saanjh are an emerging chamber
music ensemble of voice, piano, and tabla. They are known for a
repertoire which brings Indian and Western classical music together
with a modern, fresh, and relevant approach to programming.
During their subsidised tour in 2022, Saanjh will be showcasing the
music of historically under-represented composers, combined with
improvisation and conversation, to create a live soundscape
exploring a woman’s journey through dusk. Their tour will consist of
four concerts, with 60% of the musicians' fees funded by CMS.

Underrepresented Composers tours
In addition to our inaugural Underrepresented Composers tour in
2022, featuring Saanjh, we are also providing the funding for five
additional tours for the 2022/23 season. The tours will each consist
of four concerts, with CMS providing 60% of the overall musician
fees. Promoters in our network will have the opportunity to apply to
host a concert, and bring high-quality music from historically

under-represented composers to their local community area. We
have increased the funding to our Underrepresented Composers
strand of subsidised tours, due to the enthusiasm shown for the
inaugural programme - from both ensembles and promoters. We
look forward to growing and expanding this programme in the
future, and to creating new opportunities for our promoters to
experiment with and innovate their programmes, in order to reflect
the need for better inclusivity and diversity within the chamber music
sector.

One of our chosen subjects is to champion more works by
female composers throughout history, as well as collaborating
with female composers of the present. Not only does this topic
inspire our ensemble's creativity, but it is something that
audiences of mainstream classical music aren't often exposed
to. We hope that by highlighting music that has been
"forgotten" because of gender, we can influence the listening
and programming of classical music concerts to a much wider
audience.
Katrina Lee and Alice Allen, GAIA

Case study
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Curating diverse chamber
music programmes
In January 2021, we held two 'Diversity in Chamber Music'
workshops, led by Uchenna Ngwe, a researcher at Trinity Laban
Conservatoire of Music and Dance. Each two-hour event was
centred around amplifying marginalised voices within classical
music and increasing diversity in programming. A total of thirtyseven participants attended the online workshops, including
freelance musicians, music promoters, music educators, and staff.
The first workshop, 'Researching and Developing Diverse Classical
Music', encouraged participants to explore how musicians and
music programmers can use research as part of their creative
practice, to explore marginalised voices in classical music. Uchenna
highlighted resources that creative practitioners might use when
programming their events, leading delegates through a series of
digital archives that platform the work of minority and female
composers. Throughout the workshop, participants were asked to
reflect on questions such as:

Is it possible to decolonise our approach to the classical
music canon?’ ‘What would an anti-racist approach to
programming look like?’, and ‘How can we make better use
of digital tools, like archives, to highlight often overlooked
works?'

The second workshop, 'Creating Diverse Chamber Music
Programmes', focussed on methods for identifying a suitably diverse
repertoire for chamber groups. Participants were asked to practice
critical thinking and self-reflection when analysing their past
programming choices and to consider which creative voices were
missing. In the last hour of the workshop, attendees were formed into
breakout groups and tasked with creating a diverse classical music
programme. In particular, participants were asked to consider
diversity of race, ethnicity, class, and gender identity when curating
their programmes.

Across the workshops, participants were able to develop and share
knowledge surrounding representation in classical music. In
particular, they were encouraged to develop and adopt
approaches to programming that work to address access as well as
equality, diversity, and inclusion. As a national body for chamber
music in Scotland, we recognise the need to address marginalised
voices in the classical music canon (Black Lives in Music, 2020;
Donne Foundation Report, 2021; UK Social Mobility Commission,
2021). We will continue to invest in developing our organisation and
in offering training and knowledge share opportunities to our staff
and associates.
Uchenna Ngwe is a freelance oboist and music educator, based in
London. She is the founder artistic director of the Decus Ensemble,
the leader of the plainsightSOUND project, and is currently serving
as Chair of the Board of Trustees at Nevis Ensemble.
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Fostering community and
collaboration
The Transition Fund: a COVID-19 project
In 2021, we delivered an innovative, new grant programme,
organised for our network of promoters, in response to the COVID19 pandemic. The Transition Fund was launched to support chamber
music promoters in exploring and developing new ways of reaching
their audiences and delivering chamber music during the pandemic,
and to encourage promoters to develop new and sustainable
partnerships within their communities. Since the scheme began, we
have offered a total of £53,829 of funding to twenty-seven
organisations, including four out-with our existing promoter network.
The nationwide lockdowns had, and continue to have, a significant
impact on the chamber music industry in Scotland - affecting
everyone from promoters to audiences. As advocates for both our
promoter network and the live music sector in Scotland, we were
acutely aware of the need to support chamber music promoters
during this time of social and financial uncertainty. The Transition
Fund offered financial help and guidance to promoters, supporting
them as they responded, adapted, and up-skilled to meet the
unique challenges created by the pandemic. For many of the
twenty-seven organisations involved, the projects and events
undertaken represent a new and innovate way of creating chamber
music experiences - including digital concerts and 'drive through'
events. Much of the work has been made freely available to the
public, allowing our Transition Fund projects to reach previously
underserved communities, for whom standard, ticketed events, can
present considerable barriers to access. To date, the funded
projects have included:
Orkney Arts Society's 'On the Trysted Shore' - a newly
commissioned work for flute and viola by Gemma McGregor,
premiered at a socially-distanced concert in Stromness.
Pianodrome's 'Chamber Music Scotland Special' - a digital
concert curated by Amaya Lopez-Carromero and distributed by
Edinburgh Fringe on Demand.
Music in Peebles' 'Midsummer Music' - two hybrid (live and
digital) concerts by film-maker Tom Swift, distributed for free by
Eastgate Theatre in Peebles.
Classical Music Live! Falkirk's 'Sound Tracks' - an outdoor
concert at the Falkirk Wheel organised in partnership with The
Seagull Trust.
Mid-Argyll Arts Association's 'Drive Through Concerts' featuring live performances by alumni from the RCS, broadcast
to the car radios of socially-distanced audience members.
Aberdeen Chamber Music Concerts' 'Weekend Residence' - a
series of six free concerts by Ulla-Riikka Kuisma and Francis
Moore-Colyer, at venues throughout Aberdeen, including the
Gordon Highlander’s Museum and the Aberdeen Art Gallery.

Westbourne Music's 'Musician in Residence' - the first ever
appointment of a Musician in Residence at the club, won by
award-winning accordionist Aileen Sweeney.
To support the promoters throughout the application process, we
held three online group information sessions. These sessions were
attended by twenty-nine promoters, and we are aware of several
music clubs and societies who were initially hesitant to apply, but
were inspired to do so after attending a session. In total, almost half
of our promoter network applied for 'Transition Fund' grants,
including organisations out-with our promoter network. This has
resulted in an increase in our reach, and chamber music events
taking place across the width and breadth of Scotland this year.

The Chamber Music Scotland Transition Fund has backed our
enthusiasm and thrown us a financial lifeline.
Robin Barr, Orkney Arts Society
The importance of concerts such as these can’t be
underestimated. It’s so inspiring as a young person to be able
to come and watch these kinds of things. I play viola myself, so
it’s so amazing to come and watch Katherine [Wren].
Audience member, ‘Birds and Landscape of the North’
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Case study

Transition Fund at
Penicuik High School
With their 2021 Transition Fund, Penicuik Community Arts
Association appointed Justyna Jablonska as a Musician in Residence
at Penicuik High School. Whilst in the post, Justyna focused on a
creative, educational project, which aimed to capture the 'sound of
Penicuik', with the help of local music students.
Assisted by the school's Head of Music, Keith Murphy, Justyna
delivered four free improvisation workshops for Higher music
students. Using only five musical notes - D, F, A, B and C - the
students had to improvise music inspired by the surroundings of the
John Clerk Estate in Penicuik, which they visited during the project.
The students were also provided with photography of the estate,
gifted by local artist Malin Perry, to use as visual inspirations during
the sessions.
The project culminated in a ten-minute live recording of students as
they worked with Justyna to produce a unique, improvised
composition that showcased all that they had learned during the
month of her residency. The recording featured students Ruby Bee

For us it’s been great to have a visiting, creative musician
coming in and working with the pupils. We really appreciate
the opportunity that Penicuik Arts Association has given us. The
last couple years has been really tough on schools, and music
in particular. People might not realise: we’re one of the
subjects that’s been hit hardest by COVID-19. For us, we
weren’t allowed to do singing in schools, we weren’t allowed to
use brass or woodwind instruments in schools, we weren’t
allowed to share instruments. So, it’s been really, really great
to bring that creativity back into the music department.
Keith Murphy, Head of Music at Penicuik High School

(piano), Eve Bennett (cello), Hannah Benson (flute), Isla-Summer
Blair (cello), Ailsa Blott (voice/guitar), Rory Boyle (piano), Aaron
Buchan (piano), Maia Bulik (piano), Cameron Gray (bass guitar),
Lana Hood (clarinet), Sarah Hope (percussion), Jennifer Kerr
(voice), Chiara Mann (piano), Jessica Millican (piano), Jaime Scott
(guitar), Kerr Wilson (piano), and Rian Wilson (guitar/synth). The
final sound and video file was unveiled at the 2021 Penicuik
Community Arts Association Festival, and is now publicly available.
Justyna Jablonska is a classically-trained cellist and recording artist.
She holds a Masters Degree from the Royal Northern College of
Music, and is currently a PhD student at the RCS, where she is the
recipient of a Carnegie Trust PhD Scholarship. As a recording artist,
she has collaborated with the guitarist Simon Thacker on Karmana
(2017), funded by Creative Scotland, and with violinist Emma Lloyd
on STRATA (2021).
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We arrived on holiday on the Isle of Coll on Saturday
and during our wander around Arinagour we saw
posters for a guitar concert in the local hall in the
evening. [...] It was wonderful – a totally unexpected
delight to hear live music of such quality on a remote
Scottish island. Thank you, and keep up the good
work!
Audience member, 'Ayman Jarjour in Concert'
My parents took me to a harp concert in a small
highland village, Kinloch Rannoch on Loch Rannoch.
It turned out to be an amazing experimental meld of
poetry and music, by Sophie Rocks, in defence of
refugee rights and the right to welcome, including
Mahmoud Darwish’s 'Who Am I, Without Exile?',
read over Sally Beamish’s Awuya.
Audience member, 'Notes from Shetland to
Shanghai'
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Music and creative
learning
Learning programme
At CMS, we value the positive impact that creative learning has on
education, health, and wellbeing. We run and support hundreds of
events through our learning programme every year. We often
partner with local youth, intergenerational, and mental health
organisations and charities, to host events that give traditionally
underserved communities the opportunity to experience music
education. We have previously partnered with Lochies ASN Primary
School, the Maryhill Integration Network, Reachout With Arts in
Mind, and Intercultural Youth Scotland, to host a variety of creative
learning programmes and events that aim to foster the development
of important life skills, employability prospects, and wellbeing,
amongst participants.

The Transplanted project
In 2019/21, we funded Transplanted, a series of environmentallyinspired creative music projects delivered to over 400 pupils in high
schools in Scotland. With additional support from Plantlife Scotland,
Grow Wild, and Glasgow Natural History Society, the workshops
connected young people at Lochend Community High, Baldragan
Academy, Grangemouth High School, and Shawlands Academy
with music and nature.
Led by Alice Rickards (violin) and Sonia Cromarty (cello) of Sequoia
Duo, workshops began with a live performance of 8 new miniatures
celebrating the rich diversity of native plants in Scotland by leading
Scottish-based composers:
The Juniper Run - Chris Stout
Clover - Eddie McGuire
Lukkaminnie's Oo - David Ward
Heartsease - Hanna Tuulikki
Waxcap - Martin Kershaw
Cladonia Bellidiflora - Stuart MacRae
The Changeless and the Changed - David Fennessy
Sundew - Judith Weir
Using these pieces, Sequoia were able to show how composers tells
stories, as well as how different techniques and ways of playing an
instrument can help to describe a plant's physical appeareance and
cultural associations. Students were then divided into groups to write
and perform their own short piece of music inspired by a plant. The
groups created their own symbols to notate the sounds, and
arranged these on large sheets of paper, to create graphic scores.
This added another artistic dimension to the project and allowed
participants of all musical abilities to take part. The students were
aided in their compositions by a guided exploration of a local green
space, which allowed students to experience wild habitats firsthand.
With further support from us, the duo began the second phase of
their 'Transplanted 'project in 2021, by devising and delivering an
online, music education film series for primary-aged children.The
interactive films aimed to introduce children to climate change

through music history, movement exercises, and drawing activities.
In addition to introducing children to Scottish music and music
history, the films also encouraged children to play and explore
outdoors, to find out more about Scotland's local ecosystems, and to
learn about climate change and environmental sustainability.
Sustainability is a key area of our work, and we actively support
creative projects that explore Scotland and its relationships with its
landscape, people, and natural resources. As a national body for
chamber music, we feel that we have a responsibility to highlight
Scotland’s unique ecosystems and the challenges brought about by
climate change to communities across the country.

The young people involved in this project impressed us with
their enthusiasm, engagement, and creativity. [...] It was
exciting watching them compose music together, drawing
inspiration from nature, and developing important life skills
such as communication, leadership, and teamwork. Noticing
that plants are there is the first step in ensuring their
conservation, and we believe that building connections
ave llongngbetween young people and green spaces will have
lasting, positive outcomes!
Sonia Cromarty, Sequoia Duo
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Growing access to
chamber music
Towards an inclusive chamber music
We believe that everyone should have access to exciting, live music
performance, programmes, and projects happening all across the
country. In 2019/21, we supported a vast range of events on topics
that concern us all - from mental health to environment - and we
want audiences, musicians, and music programmers from all
communities to be able to continue to explore questions about being
human through making and experiencing music. It is important to us
that we continue to focus on widening access to our music events
and initiatives, and to priotise funding to projects that aim to
promote genuine equality, diversity, and inclusivity for all.

Barriers to access
In line with wider efforts across the creative sector, CMS is
committed to fostering an inclusive and diverse chamber music
sector. We will continue to educate ourselves and others in
understanding the social, cultural, and/or economic barriers to
access that different communities might experience, and we will
continue to foster those relationships and conditions that allow
diverse communities to sustainably participate in our programmes,
projects, and events.
As an organisation, we prioritise creating opportunities for socially
and economically underprivileged communities to experience highquality chamber music, and aim to increase participation in areas
with low levels of cultural engagement. During 2019/20 we
delivered 72% of all of our activity to areas that fall within the highest
five deciles of social deprivation in Scotland, with 62% of this activity
occurring in the highest three deciles. This exceeded our key
performance indicator aims for these areas by 44% and 24%
respectively. Beyond this, we have made several significant strides
in investing in initiatives that prioritise addressing barrier to access,
as well as those that recognise the legacies of marginalised
communities within chamber music:
In 2020, we commissioned our Ensemble in Residence, GAIA, to
produce the '10 Tunes Project', with support from Dr. Aaron
McGregor and the National Library of Scotland. The project,
which rescued several historic works by Scottish women from the
archives, brought the compositions to life through scores and
performance videos.
In 2021, we employed researcher Uchenna Ngwe to give two
workshops on conceptual and practical ways of increasing
diversity in programming.
In 2021/22, we launched our new Embedded Musicians project,
that encourages participants to prioritise widening access for
those experiencing mental ill-heath; living with disability; living
with social and/or economic deprivation; and from Black and
Minority Ethnic backgrounds.

In 2022, we are subsidising an Underrepresented Composers
tour presented by vocal and instrumental ensemble Saanjh. This
will be followed by five more subsidised tours by a further five
ensembles, who will each perform a repertoire featuring music
by historically under-represented composers during the
2022/23 season.

Supporting diversity
At CMS we are proud to help support a diverse community of
musicians to thrive, and to pursue sustainable careers within the
chamber music sector. We are particularly encouraged to have
seen an increase in applications from musicians of diverse
backgrounds in 2019/2021. In our most recent call for applications,
over 50% of applicants who completed the monitoring form
identified as women, 25% consider themselves to be working-class,
and 20% identified as disabled. In addition, 5% of applicants
identified as transgender, and 35% of applicants placed themselves
within the LGBTQ+ community.
We will continue to monitor applicant demographics, and seek
feedback and expertise to more effectively engage with
underserved groups and marginalised communities within our
industry. By doing this, we hope to ensure that our opportunities
reach the best possible candidates from a range of communities.
Making these changes represents a positive step towards greater
diversity in the chamber music industry, as well as helping to
strengthen and safeguard the future of chamber music in Scotland.
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Community partnerships
Partner organisations
Every year at CMS we host a range of community events, workshops,
and performances. We often collaborate with local music and
third-sector organisations across all of the regions of Scotland. We
are particularly committed to partnering with organisations who
focus on the positive impact that music can have on health and
wellbeing, as well as organisations committed to growing diversity
and inclusion within the arts. Over the years, we have partnered with
several community organisations, including:
The Maryhill Intergration Network
Reachout With Arts in Mind
Lochies ASN Primary School
Renfrewshire Leisure Cultural Services
During the COVID-19 pandemic, a number of our public arts,
cultural, and educational activities planned for 20/21 were
cancelled. Despite these short-term set backs, we remain
committed to promoting inclusivity and diversity in the arts, and
working to ensure underserved communities have access to all that
music can offer. The forging of community partnerships forms a key
element of our ongoing strategic vision to promote diversity and
equality of access to Scottish chamber music and we have plans to
further our work in this area during the coming years.

Intercultural Youth Scotland
In 2019 we formed a partnership with Intercultural Youth Scotland
(IYS). IYS is an organisation which champions, advocates for, and is
led by, BAME youth. We worked together with IYS, to host a series
of collaborative events. These included:
supporting the 2019 Scotland Youth in Colour Festival, coorganised with IYS and Dancebase.
hosting a series of workshops on composition and musicianship,
given by our Artist in Residence and Ensemble in Residence.
organising a series of monthly collaborations between young
musicians, poets, and visual artists from IYS, and classical music
ensembles GAIA and Escocia Duo, during their weekly "sixFive
Saturday Social", held at Lighthouse - Edinburgh's Radical
Bookshop.

'Embedded Musicians': a COVID-19 project
The widespread cancellation of tours, concerts, and other live music
events during the COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact
on communities across Scotland. We take seriously our aim to
ensure that everyone, including those in more remote regions, have
access to high-quality chamber music, and the social benefits that it
provides. With this aim in mind, in 2021 we launched the
'Embedded Musicians' initiative, to place five musicians, composers,
sound artists, and/or cross-arts practitioners, in five different regions
of Scotland. It is envisaged that these pairings will help not only
bring chamber music to communities across Scotland, but also
further community access to creative opportunities.
After securing support from Creative Scotland's 'Cultural

Organisations and Venue Recovery Fund', we launched an open
call for applications to our 'Embedded Musicians' project in 2021.
Each of the five selected musicians will undertake a consultation
period and produce a programme of work linked to a specific
region of Scotland: North (Highlands and Islands), East (Perthshire,
Fife, Angus, and Aberdeenshire), Central (Ayrshire, Strathclyde,
Edinburgh, and Lothians), West (Argyll and Bute), and South
(Borders, and Dumfries and Galloway).
At the core of each consultation period is the aim of building longlasting and sustainable relationships with promoters, local
authorities, community groups, and arts venues within each assigned
region – particularly in areas where access to the arts is limited.
Each Embedded Musician will then have the expertise of teams at
CMS to create a programme of activity based on the bespoke aims
and/or needs of individual communities, which have been identified
during this consultation period. Reflecting this focus, the final
product will centre accessibility, diversity, and inclusivity.

I am very impressed with the way the [Embedded Musicians]
project is set up to prioritise lasting community connection and
collaboration, which I believe are so crucial for fostering
genuine creativity.
Sarah Eggleton, Cornhill Community Association

Case study
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The Coorie Doon project
Chamber Music Scotland's Coorie Doon is an ongoing community
music project (2015-) that provides families with the support to write
a song for and with their children. The project is committed to
generating wellbeing through creative learning.
Dr Rachel Drury (RCS) has worked on Coorie Doon since 2015. In
2019, she led the delievery of the project at the Glasgow Royal
Hospital for Children. Over six weeks, the creative team of
composer, musicians, and poet worked with families on the NICU to
write a song for their prematurely-born babies. Participants were
able to take ownership of their individual family song through
inclusion in the writing, recording, and performance elements.
As part of the 2019 iteration of the project, Rachel conducted
interviews with families to measure the qualitative and quantitative
impact the project had on the participants' mental health and
wellbeing. Of the 75% of participants who were interviewed, 100%
felt that it was positive experience. They agreed that they 'had been
given enough explanation about the project’ to give informed
consent; 'that the people in the project listened to [them]' and 'knew
how to help them'; and that 'the help [they] had received was good'.
To date, the project's findings on the impact of song-writing in
paediatric and palliative care have been presented at several
international research conferences, including conferences held by
the Scottish Educational Research Association and the International
Society for Music Education.

During hard times the song helped give us a task and hope.
The musicians, writer, and singer involved were amazing and
so encouraging. The project literally captured the essence of
my family.
This kind of project is not for musicians, it’s for everyone. For
making everyone feel like they can be creative and be
musicians and make something amazing for their babies.
Comments from participants, Coorie Doon Project

The Coorie Doon project was first launched in 2015, at the North
Edinburgh Arts Centre, in partnership with Circle Scotland Bumpstart
Pregnancy Support, and North Edinburgh Arts Centre. Since then,
the project has been delivered at Rachel House Children's Hospice
in Kinross in 2017, the Neonatal Unit at Glasgow’s Royal Hospital for
Children in 2019 (in partnership with Helping us Grow), and the Tiny
Tiddlers Playgroup in Paisley in 2020 (in partnership with
Renfrewshire Leisure Cultural Services). To date, the project has
recorded 16 individual songs for families, all of which are publicly
available.
In 2021, we launched a new iteration of the project, in partnership
with the RCS, which saw an artistic team collaborating with
individuals and families from Iraq, Gaza, and Rwanda, to create
new music and spoken word centred around the theme “a world for
our children.” This theme formed the basis for discussion around
environmental and social issues inherent in society and culture, and
encouraged reflection about the world we want to leave for the next
generation. A short film of the 2021 project will be available next
year.
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These types of projects are important because they
can really show the participants their own voices and
their own stories. I think that’s really powerful and I
know that’s the kind of impact that it’s had on them that we’ve valued what they’ve had to say.
Martin O’Connor, theatre-maker, performer, and
poet

Thank you for a wonerful day! I can honestly say it
was one of my favourite days in education – the
pupils had a fantastic time and learned so much from
the experience!
Classroom music teacher
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Connecting chamber
music
Digital platforms
At CMS we believe that digital platforms provide new opportunities
and routes through which audiences can experience and become
involved in chamber music in Scotland. We have continually
embraced the potential of digital platforms to widen access to
chamber music and to reach new and traditionally underserved
audiences.
In 2019/21 we have made digital transformation a key strand of our
development. In the past 24 months we have made significant
strides in establishing new, digital channels, rebranding our
organisation as a digital-first platform, and upgrading our website
to improve user experience. Our digital activities serve as a key
platform for communication, and source of information on our work,
and the work we support.

Digital service transformation
Our website was redesigned and re-launched in November 2019.
The vision driving this rebranding was to make each key strand of
our organisation’s activity visible and accessible for new and existing
users. The website’s clear and compelling design allows
stakeholders to access information about the different aspects of our
work, with specific sections dedicated to musicians, promoters,
commissions, events, projects, learning, and the Chamber Music
Directory. The increased ease of access and improved service for
users which the redesign has helped achieve is reflected in the
increased traffic across our website, which now has ~5961 page
views (~743 users) per month.

Online Scottish Chamber Music Directory
In 2020, we launched our online Scottish Chamber Music Directory,
an improved version of our directory of chamber musicians. Since its
launch in 2020, the directory has had ~6,422 views.
Previously, the directory had been available both online and in print.
Reflective of our commitment both to sustainability and to digitalfirst working, however, we have moved to an online-only version.
This sole focus has allowed us to concentrate on the innovative
potential of a digital directory, and each of the over 160 ensembles
featured now have their own profile pages that allow us to provide
our musicians with extra digital marketing opportunities. The public
facing main directory landing page features ensemble biographies,
performances, and repertoire, while the private directory, available
to promoters, also includes fees, and contact details – everything a
prospective promoter might need to know in order to book the artist
or ensemble.
Benefits to promoters include:
Up-to-date listings: unlike in print, musicians can update their
Directory page at any time. This means promoters always have

the most current information available.
Increased access: The ability for multiple committee members to
access the Directory from their promoter account
Benefits to musicians include:
Cost savings: without printing and shipping costs we were able
to significantly bring down the cost of a listing in the Directory,
making it more accessible.

Establishing online channels
We use social media to promote and platform the work of our
organisation, our partners, and our stakeholders. Our social media
enables us to connect with younger audiences, who are usually
under-represented in chamber music, and who we hope to
encourage to become active participants and consumers. Whilst the
top viewership from our website are 65+ (24.5%), the top age
ranges of our social media users are: 25-35 (39.8%) and 35-44
(20.5%). We use our Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter accounts to
share expertise and insights; to source, collate, and communicate
funding and employment opportunities; and to share bespoke
content about the work of our organisation, our partners, and our
stakeholders. We use our SoundCloud, Vimeo, and Youtube to
share recordings of performances, events, and commissions at our
organisation and within our Promoter Network. Across our three top
performing social media channels, we have ~6,546 followers and
average ~49,000 unique views per month.
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Digital creativity and
collaboration
Senary: a COVID-19 project
In 2019/21 our new chamber music ensemble, Senary, explored
new methods of digital collaboration and remote composition
during lockdown. A new six-piece ensemble, Senary work across
the genres of classical, folk, and electronic music to create new
and innovative chamber music compositions. They aim to bring a
new sound to audiences, with the informal, intimate approach
associated with traditional chamber music: 'the music of friends.'
During the COVID-19 pandemic, we were able to commission
Senary to write six experimental, micro-pieces for the group, with
the support of the PRS Foundation. These commissions were digitally
recorded during the COVID-19 lockdown period, and brought the
the artists together remotely, to practice digital and creative
innovation at an unusual time. They shared a series of improvisations
in relay style, with each musician contributing a layer. This
experimental style of recording resulted in six, short pieces that are
heavily influenced by the nature of this digital collaboration and
experimentation. The final versions of these micro-compositions are
currently being hosted through our website and Soundcloud
account, and are available to the public, completely free of charge.
With additional support from the PRS Foundation, we have been
able to commission an additional three works from members of
Senary, to be premiered in 2022.
Through inaugurating and supporting a programme of digital
composition and collaboration for chamber ensembles such as
Senary, we have remained at the forefront of driving creative
innovation, and supporting excellence within the sector. This was of
particular importance during the COVID-19 pandemic, when there
was a great risk of promising, young musicians leaving the industry
due to lost work and financial restrictions.

Digital toolkits
As well as influencing creative practice, embracing new digital tools
can enhance the way organisations run, generate revenue, engage
their audiences, and influence their creative practices and
processes. At CMS, we recognise the need for arts organisers,
community musicians, and freelance artists to constantly embrace
new technologies to engage audiences and support themselves and
their work.
In 2019/21, we produced a series of digital toolkits and online skill
sessions to ensure that freelance practitioners from across the arts
could develop their digital skills. Topics and technologies covered
by our digital, creative learning initiatives range from mixing
classical music, to sharing and marketing music online, including:
an audio-recording resources handbook
a classical music mixing guide
a live-streaming toolkit for musicians
online, digital marketing workshops
Our digital toolkits and skills sessions encouraged participants to

build their confidence with a range of new technologies, driving
innovation and experimentation in Scottish chamber music. These
online workshops and toolkits have been viewed ~1,762 times
through our website and Youtube account.

Music Education Matters online
In 2020, we took our annual Music Education Matters conference
online. The conference brings together experts from diverse fields to
present work on a range of topic related to music education. The
conference reaches those with an interest or a stake in music
education: including educators, instrumental instructors, community
musicians, arts organisations, and local authorities. Prompted by the
cancellation of our in-person conference, due to the COVID-19
pandemic, we decided to alter the format of our conference to an
online seminar series with 10 sessions held over 10 months.
Choosing youth music education as our 2020/21 theme, we sourced
expert speakers who could offer invaluable professional
development resources in this area. The seminar series included
talks and workshops by Sound Symphony, Access Music Project, The
Music Works, and the London Gay Men's Chorus, on topics
including: ‘Music and Additional Support Needs’, ‘Global Access to
Music Education’, ‘Improving Mental Health Through Music’, and
‘How Youth Music Activities can Support and Empower LGBTQ+
Young People’. By embracing digital technologies and converting to
an online format, we were able to continue inspiring broader
conversations about the social impact and value of the arts.
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Case study

Streaming home concerts
In 2020, days before Scotland’s first national lockdown was officially
imposed, we launched 'Live Streaming: Home Concerts' – a series
of socially-distanced, live concerts mobilised in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Over the course of the series, we livestreamed 15 concerts to a global audience of more than 34,500
people. The project was a new, creative strategy for CMS, and
managed to generate an income of £10,000 – with all of the
proceeds going to the musicians involved.
With the closure of venues and the cancellation of performances,
the pandemic was a time of great social and financial uncertainty
and difficulty. In our capacity as advocates for chamber music in
Scotland, we were acutely aware of how hard the potential loss of
revenue and opportunity would be for freelance musicians. In
response, we organised the ‘Live Streaming: Home Concerts’ series
– embracing new digital tools to aid performers in preserving
chamber music performance in lockdown.
This was a new, creative business strategy for us and required rapid
investment and up-skilling. Within days, we had procured the
necessary tools – including mics, digital recorders, and cameras –
to facilitate live-streaming. Beyond this, we quickly worked with
specialists to produce how-to guides for users. We assembled both
materials and guidance into a ‘Streaming Kit’, which provided
musicians with support and materials for transitioning to digital
performance. In further support of up-skilling our creative
community, we also offered the 25 musicians involved in the series a
guaranteed, minimum fee. This ensured that we provided both
technical and financial support for musicians as they rapidly upskilled to meet the challenges of digital innovation.
The project generated an income of £10,000 at a time when
deriving an income from in-person performance was an impossibility
for freelance musicians. By embracing live-streaming we also were
able to provide high-quality, live chamber music to the public
during the national lockdown and stay-at-home orders. Our events
were free to view, with donations encouraged. This meant that livestreaming offered us the potential to reach new and underserved
audiences – lowering traditional barriers to access such as
distance, disability, and economic disadvantage.
We are mindful of the possibilities that embracing live-streaming as
an alternative, creative business model can have for promoters,

musicians, and audiences - and in June 2020, we partnered with
Creative Scotland to share our knowledge and insights on the
creative and economic opportunities of live-streaming on their
website as, ‘Five tips on live-streaming from Chamber Music
Scotland’. Beyond sustaining the chamber music industry during a
time of instability, live-streaming may be a valuable addition to inperson performance. As well as providing new formats and new
incomes to promoters and musicians, home concerts also offer
audiences a new and accessible way to consume chamber music.

The home concerts are relaxed, informal, and intimate, and
offer interaction with the artists and viewers via Youtube's live
chat, creating an online community and allowing us to feel part
of a collective experience.
Paul Tracey, Chief Executive
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So, as I was writing it, I would send some parts over
and they would record themselves playing it or
different string techniques and send it back. Then I'd
use those parts they sent back to me, resampled, and
processed through a tape-reel recorder, to create
these string loops and textures that became the
anchors of the piece. […] It’s been an interesting
process, seeing how much of the electronic world and
the live world actually blend together.
Kim Moore, Artist in Residence

Classical music isn’t just in a concert hall, and I see
the future of chamber music taking it outside of those
settings, and taking it to people and engaging with
people, and making it a part of other communities, is
what I hope happens for chamber music.
Simone Seales, Young Artist in Residence
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Developing our people
and our organisation
Strengthening our community-focused culture
In 2019/21 we have been able to recruit and induct new
colleagues, increase our learning and development opportunities
within our team, and build on our expertise to better the services we
offer to our communities.
Over the past 24 months, we have focused on increasing our support
to the individuals, organisations, and networks that make up CMS.
We have also focused on maintaining our collaborations and sense
of community whilst remote-working. In 2020, we moved all of our
staff to home-working, in line with government advice, for 15
months. Despite this transition, we were able to stay connected with
our purpose, and increase our offering to those who needed it most
- launching a series of new initiatives to further support musicians,
promoters, and communities during the COVID-19 pandemic. We
continue to work on bettering the quality of our service to
stakeholders, and we will continue to seek feedback and expertise
as we undertake continual improvements for the benefit of all.

Welcoming new colleagues
In 2019/21, we were delighted to promote our Network
Coordinator, Haley Barclay, to the position of Network Manager.
Haley is responsible for overseeing our Promoter Network. We also
welcomed a new colleague, Nat Riley, to the new position of Social
Media and Administration Assistant. Nat is responsible for
overseeing digital content and engagement.

Providing learning, development, and career
progression
We support every member of CMS to develop professionally. In
2019/21 we invested in externally-provided training from Arts and
Business Scotland, Volunteer Scotland, and the European Mentoring
and Coaching Council. The topics covered by these accredited
learning initiatives included: mentoring and coaching, project
management, volunteer management, and fundraising
management.
Similarly, we have a strong strand of digital education, accredited
by FutureLearn, and staff have been able to make use of this offering
to up-skill in a variety of digital specialisms: including web
development, digital design, digital marketing, social media, and
live-streaming. We will continue to prioritise empowering our
workforce and leadership to enrich their insight, knowledge, and
resilience. Our key aim is to provide professional development for
both specific responsibilities, as well as encouraging understanding
of best practices and current trends in the wider arts environment.

2019/2021 in numbers
Funding applications: ~20
Successful funding applications: ~12
Organisations funding us: ~9
Funding and donations income: ~£617, 500
Funding already distributed: ~£518, 900
Individual funds distributed: ~136

Reflecting on our performance
In 2019/21 CMS has been able to distribute funds of £518,900 in
support of a range of programmes, projects, and performances
within the chamber music community. During the past 24 months, we
have worked to submit significant bids that have become highimpact programmes and projects. We are proud of our team, who
have shown their dedication to supporting the chamber music
community, and worked hard to support a range of individuals and
organisations throughout the challenging circumstances created by
the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Fostering partnerships
and collaboration
Board of Trustees
As part of our commitment to our stakeholders, we seek to appoint
board members who increase our provision of expertise across the
arts and third-sector industries. In 2019/21 we appointed three new
board members, who complement and grow the existing strengths,
skills, and insights of our organisation, including our new Chair of the
Board, Lisa Tennent. With backgrounds in digital development,
education, law, and festival organisation, we are pleased to
welcome these new members to the board at Chamber Music
Scotland.

Building sector relationships
In an effort to develop our organisation and our people, we have
prioritised our partnerships with leading organisations in Scotland.
One example of this is our relationship with the RCS. A preeminent
centre for musical excellence, the RCS plays a key role in the
development of chamber music performers and creators in
Scotland. Our team have benefitted from sharing research and
knowledge with teams at the RCS, all of which contributes to the
quality of our support for chamber music talent in Scotland. To date,
our partnership with the RCS has brought to life a range of
innovative, creative projects - from early-career support
programmes, to music and wellbeing projects, to cutting-edge
performances - and created gains for both of our organisations.
Examples of our collaborations include:
The Kowalski/Reyes Duo Tour – we worked with the RCS Artistic
Planning team to create a Scottish tour for an outstanding young
chamber music ensemble based at the RCS, the Kowalski/Reyes
Duo. This collaboration not only offered the duo performance
opportunities, but also the chance to connect and build
relationships with our network of promoters, who are passionate
about supporting the next generation of Scottish-based talent.
When COVID-19 prevented the tour, we collaborated with RCS
to produce a filmed performance to showcase the
Kowalski/Reyes Duo to promoters.
GAIA at the PLUG Festival – the RCS’s new music festival PLUG
provided an opportunity for collaboration between RCS
composers and our Ensemble in Residence, GAIA. Working with
the Artistic Planning team, we arranged additional
workshopping time at our office space, and filmed and shared
the resulting works as part of a recorded concert in
collaboration with one of our promoters, Ignite Arts.
The Musicians’ Resilience, Recovery, and Growth project – in
collaboration with RCS, we created our Musician’s Resilience,
Recovery, and Growth project to provide freelance chamber
musicians with mentoring, coaching, and funding. The negative
impact of the pandemic on musicians’ careers, creativity, and
mental health is a huge and ongoing concern for us. Through
collaboration with the RCS Research and Knowledge Exchange

department, we were able to jointly fund development activities
that provided much-needed support for chamber musicians.
With the expertise of Lee Holland, we have also been able to
collect data from the project. This feedback will allow us to
evaluate how effective the project has been for the participants,
and guide us in improving support for musicians going forward.
Coorie Doon COP 26 Legacy Project – alongside RCS staff
member Dr Rachel Drury, we are working to deliver a new
version of our Coorie Doon project, which will see families across
several nations collaborate with our creative team in creating
music which explores our collective global future, in terms of the
environment and social justice. Our close relationship and
connection with RCS has allowed us to develop Coorie Doon in a
new, important, and collaborative way.
Our partnership with the RCS and its people is a key stakeholder
relationship for us, and it is one we will work on sustaining and
growing in the future. In addition, we will continue to seek and
engage partners, both within the industry and beyond, which better
enable us to advocate for chamber music’s artistic and cultural
development in Scotland.

It really has been a privilege working with this group, I’ve
learnt loads from this project as well and that’s always the best
project to work on: when it’s a two-way street.
Dr Rachel Drury
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Music, environment, and
sustainability
Music and environment
Scotland has a close relationship with its natural environment, which
is celebrated all over the world. At CMS, we want to explore the
connection between music and our environment, emphasising how
the arts play a key role in framing and communicating important
issues surrounding environmental sustainability. As a crucial area of
our advocacy, sustainability informs the creative projects we support
and the new works we commission. Through our creative learning
programmes, commissions, and events, we encourage and support
work that creatively explores Scotland and its sustainable
relationships with its landscape, people, and natural resources.
In the past, we have commissioned work on several environmental
topics: including Esther Swift's 'The Flood' (2018) and Shiori Usui's
'The Colour of Drifters' (2019), and Matilda Brown's 'A Composers'
Walk' (2019). These pieces explored topics such as global warming
and flooding, the effects of plastic pollution in marine environments,
and self-sufficiency and sustainablity.

Promoting sustainability
At CMS we acknowledge that meaningful environmental change
requires systemic change across multiple sectors, including the arts.
For such change to occur, partnership and collaboration will play a
vital role, and we seek to work with our environmentally-sustainable
individuals and organisations. In 2021, we collaborated with
Creative Carbon Scotland and The Scottish Classical Sustainability
Group on ‘The Scottish Classical Music Green Guide’ (2021). The
document serves as a handbook of how orchestras, ensembles, and
individuals can make sustainable change in light of the climate
crisis.

Our commitment to environmental
sustainability
Applying these insights to our own carbon footprint at CMS, we have
identified our prime carbon expenditure in each of the three main
areas - buildings, travel, and materials - that CCS identify in their
report. After writing our Sustainability Policy, we drew up our
Sustainability Action Plan which including the following
recommendations:

Materials
One of our biggest sources of material usage at CMS was the
printing of our Chamber Music Directory, which made a significant
contribution to our carbon usage. We made the decision to switch to
an online directory in 2020, resulting in significant emissions
reductions on printing and shipping. Similarly, as the purchase of
materials such as digital equipment also a significant source of
emissions, we share technology, such as our 'Streaming Kit' with

musicians and other organisations.

Travel
Travel is a significant source of emissions in the work we support. We
support our promoter network in organising more tours rather than
one-off performances, and encourage musicians to utilise
sustainable methods of travel when touring. This helps us build on the
existing carbon savings we create by supporting small chamber
music organisations in rural areas: which saves us over 2.5 million
‘chamber music miles’ worth of carbon emissions each year. By
continuing to digitally innovate our live-music offerings, such as livestreaming, we hope to further lessen the carbon impact of musician
and audience travel going forward.

Buildings
The need to work from home, occasioned by the Covid-19
pandemic, has given additional impetus to our move towards more
flexible working, with the aim of reducing commuting emissions. In
addition, for those times when we are in office, our Office
Environmental Policy is geared towards reducing our carbon
footprint and our waste. We use exclusively green energy suppliers,
environmentally-friendly office products, and have worked to
decrease our paper and non-renewables usage.
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Paul, Haley, and Danielle, who are all wonderful
musicians in their own right, have been the reason I
have felt so supported by this organisation. They are
open minded, driven, organised, and ambitious.
With their guidance, I have been able to grow in an
environment of safety.
They are the perfect balance of creativity and
practicality, and very often I find my inspiration
coming from watching the team, or a musician from
their strong network of incredible Scottish freelance
musicians. The sheer range of musicians and work
they support and nurture is a gold-mine of talent and
creativity.

Alice Allen, freelance cellist
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